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Dudleya farinosa habitat range

Stephen Ward McCabe 2012, Dudleya farinosa, in Jepson Flora Project (eds.) Jepson eFlora, 
eflora_display.php?tid=23655, accessed on February 02, 2020.



1. The increasing popularity 
of succulent plants in 
mainstream South Korean 
and East Asian cultures 
writ large.

2. The preferential valuing of 
‘wild’ versus cultivated 
plants by South Korean and 
East Asian succulent 
consumers. 

Prominent hypotheses about the drivers of illicit D. farinosa trade



Discursive frames:
• Profit frame
• ‘Asian’ cultural frame and valuing of ‘wild’ species
• Pop culture / ‘Housewives and Hipsters’ frame









Figure 2. Framework for the motivations behind the use of wildlife products adapted from Thomas-
Walters et al. (2020a).

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fevo.2020.604921/full#B34


Table 1. Motivations for acquiring Dudleya farinosa by consumers as described in (a) new media 
reporting on this trade and (b) interviewed Korean succulent dealers and collectors.



Table 2. Examples of excerpts of news articles coded by sub-categories from the applied framework of Thomas-
Walters et al. (2020a).

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fevo.2020.604921/full#B34


Photo Credit: J Margulies



Dudleya pachyphytum
in South Korea

Photo Credit: J Margulies



Summary Notes: 

• Plants are for select, advanced specialist grower market.
• Plants are not valued for their ‘wildness’, and dealers said plants needed a 

lot of time under their care to recover and grow out new foliage prior to 
sale. 

• The thrust of what drove people to poach these plants relates to 
disjunctures between plant time (slow growth) and the capacity to meet 
demand (which rose rapidly, in part due to internet and social media). 

• Plants in Korea were valued as Korean raised plants (not wild Californian 
plants).

• Trade is not restricted to East Asia. An interviewee from the UK mentioned 
an example of another collector receiving a Korean Dudleya farinosa that 
came wrapped in Californian newspaper.





Future Research Directions / Next Steps

• Running larger survey to query cactus and succulent 
collectors/hobbyists in multiple countries about international trade 
and CITES (in progress).

• Working to complete book on succulent trade by 2022.
• Applying insights from cactus/succulent trade to other endangered 

species/taxa here in the US: (e.g. pitcher plants, venus fly traps).
• Working with Botanic Gardens Conservation International  (w/ Abby 

Meyer) to do preliminary study of potential for cycad certification 
program to reduce presence of wild-harvested cycads in US market.
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